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imaging and plantar pressure measurements : A technical report
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Abstract Persons with diabetes mellitus (DM) and peripheral
neuropathy are at high risk for skin breakdown due to unnoticed
excessive pressures to the plantar foot during walking . We
developed methods that combined spiral x-ray computed
tomography (SXCT) imaging and plantar pressure analysis to
quantify internal foot structure and external pressure during
plantar loading . Methods were tested using a subject with DM
who had a plantar ulcer, and a healthy control . SXCT
measurements were within 2 mm of truth and SXCT plantar
recordings were within 6 .5% of walking trials . Hammer toe
deformity (second toe), severe atrophy of the intrinsic muscles
and less contact area during plantar loading, and a peak plantar
pressure three times greater at the site of the ulcer were measured
in the diabetic foot as compared with the healthy control . This
preliminary investigation suggests that these methods are
accurate for structural and pressure measurements of diabetic
and healthy feet.

the most common complication of DM leading to
hospitalization (1). If infected, these ulcerations can lead
to amputation (2). Approximately half of the 50,000
nontraumatic lower limb amputations a year occur in
persons with DM (3) . The American Diabetes Association
estimates that up to 85 percent of these amputations can be
prevented (4) . The emphasis of the programs to prevent
lower limb amputation has been on protection of the "at
risk" foot (2,5). In Healthy People 2000, the Federal
government has set an objective [17 .10] to reduce the
number of lower limb amputations from 8 .2 to 4.9 per 1000
people with DM . Each major amputation that is prevented
can save approximately $63,000 (6), not to mention the
savings in morbidity and mortality.
Many factors contribute to skin breakdown on the
diabetic foot, but the primary etiology at this time is believed
to be excessive, repeated, localized pressure on the
insensitive foot (7-9) . Theoretically, footwear should be
able to protect the insensitive foot from trauma and skin
breakdown, but in reality, this often is not the case . There
have been no major changes in footwear design since the
seminal efforts of Drs . Bauman and Brand in the 1960s
.
(10) . These authors emphasized the important principles
of distribution of high pressures and using a rigid rockerbottom sole to reduce forefoot pressures during late stance.
Despite studies to verify the benefits of these design
principles (11-15), little has been done to advance the state
of the art in orthotic design and fabrication. Unfortunately,
current orthotic device fabrication is largely an art that
depends on the skill and experience of the pedorthist or
orthotist.

Key words : diabetes, foot structure, peripheral neuropathy,
plantar pressure, plantar ulcer, spiral computed tomography.

INTRODUCTION
Patients with diabetes mellitus (DM) and peripheral
neuropathy are at high risk for developing neuropathic
ulcers on the plantar surface of their feet . Foot disease is
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Most neuropathic ulcers occur under the metatarsal
heads (8,16,17) . There are several reasons for this, but the
two primary reasons appear to be forefoot structural
deformity and high pressures during the late stance phase
of walking (8,9) . In a study of persons with DM attending
a metabolic clinic, Holewski et a1 . (18) report that the
prevalence of hammer toe deformity showed the most
significant correlation with ulcer/amputation of all factors
studied (p<0.0001) . Presumably, hammer toe deformity is
a complication of peripheral neuropathy . Motor neuropathy
causes weakness in the intrinsic muscles of the foot leading
to an imbalance between the intrinsic and extrinsic muscles
controlling the toes . This imbalance is believed to result in
hyperextension of the metatarsal phalangeal joint and distal
migration of the metatarsal fat pad . These changes all
contribute to making the metatarsal head more prominent
and increasing pressures in this area . Gooding et al . have
documented a reduction in the soft tissue under the
metatarsal heads of subjects with DM compared with
healthy controls as measured by high resolution ultrasound
(19) . Although there is some evidence, the relationship
between neuropathy and foot deformity is speculative.
Cavanagh et al. investigated the relationship between
static foot structure and plantar pressures during walking
for a group of healthy individuals (20) . This study
investigated the relationship between plantar pressures
during walking and standard weight-bearing twodimensional (2D) radiographs and found that
approximately 35 percent of the variance of pressures
during walking could be accounted for by measures of foot
structure (soft tissue thickness and arch height) . Diabetic
feet were not studied and, due to the 2D nature of
radiographs, the variables studied were limited.
Another study, performed in our lab, investigated the
relationship of foot deformity to ulcer location (21) . Using
clinical measures of foot deformity, we saw a significant
relationship between structural deformities and location of
skin breakdown.
The study of foot structure and plantar pressure
relationships is hampered by the lack of three-dimensional
(3-D) structural information of the foot to relate to plantar
pressure measurements . There are only a few modalities
capable of obtaining 3-D comprehensive sub-surface
information ; x-ray-computed tomography, magnetic
resonance imaging, and ultrasound are the most common.
Spiral x-ray CT (SXCT) scanning allows rapid continuous
scanning of the limbs and has already replaced conventional
CT in many musculoskeletal applications (22) . MRI is not
feasible for most foot/orthosis scanning due to high cost

and slower rate of data acquisition . MRI also does not allow
direct physical density assessment nor does it contain
information on cortical bone (where MR signal void is
present) . Ultrasound is unacceptable due to shadowing by
bone and does not effectively penetrate interfaces where
an air gap is present. Conventional and digital radiography
are projection techniques that involve the loss of 3-D
information, introduce geometric distortion, and have
relatively poor soft tissue contrast in comparison with spiral
x-ray CT. Optical surface methods are effective for capturing
foot surface geometry, but provide no subsurface
information.
Despite improvements in functional limitations and
reductions in peak plantar pressures using treatment with
therapeutic footwear, subjects with DM still have substantial
deficits in functional limitations and risk for skin breakdown
compared with age-matched controls (12,13) . A new line
of investigation for the design and fabrication of orthotic
devices is needed to understand better the mechanisms of
injury and how this injury can be prevented. This study
presents a way to look "inside the foot" to quantify foot
structure in a very accurate and reliable fashion, and relate
the structural changes seen in DM and peripheral
neuropathy with plantar pressures and ulcers . First, we
present a preliminary accuracy assessment of spiral x-ray
computed tomography foot measurements, using a healthy
volunteer, and compare the results with our previous studies
of the lower residual limb. Second, we tested the ability to
apply known plantar loads and record the contact area and
pressure distribution while in the SXCT scanner . Third, we
test and evaluate these methods for quantification of foot
structure and plantar pressure for a healthy subject and a
subject with DM with peripheral neuropathy and a plantar
ulcer.

METHODS
Subjects
We recruited a healthy 40-year-old Caucasian male
subject and a 65-year-old Caucasian male subject with DM,
peripheral neuropathy, neuroarthopathic deformity of the
midfoot, resection of the second metatarsophalangeal joint,
and a plantar ulcer at his second metatarsal head . The
procedures were explained and informed consent was
obtained according to an Institutional Review Board (IRB)
approved protocol . These subjects were matched according
to weight (83 .9 kg), height (1 .83 m), and shoe size (11D) .
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Plantar Pressure Assessment

Plantar pressures were collected using the F-Scan
system$ . The system consists of an 0 .18-mm thick sensor
with 960 pressure-sensing locations . The F-Scan has
excellent resolution (each sensel is 0 .258 cm 2 ) and thin
sensors that did not interfere with SXCT data acquisition.
The F-scan system provides reliable measures of relative
pressure values. We have extensive experience with this
measurement system and have established its reliability in
similar conditions (13,36).
Plantar Loading Device

Figure 1.
The custom loading device was used in the SXCT scanner to scan a
healthy subject with zero percent and 50 percent of body weight to
assess the relationship of plantar pressure to foot structure . Concurrent
pressure data was collected. Loads were applied with the foot in 15° of
plantar flexion . A digital scale was used to monitor the applied loading
conditions.

Equipment
Spiral X-ray Computed Tomography

SXCT scans were collected using a Siemens Somatom
Plus S A in a local hospital . The spiral scanner (23–26) is
practical and advantageous (24,27,28) due to improved
image quality, minimal x-ray dose, and relatively low cost
when compared with other methods for volumetric imaging,
especially magnetic resonance methods . SXCT scanning
of the limbs avoids exposure of reproductive organs and is
considered a low-risk noninvasive technique . We previously
validated the SXCT data and image measurement methods
on persons with transtibial amputation in our prosthetic
fitting system project (29–35) . These methods, however,
must be validated in the foot, as its structure is quite different
from the residual limb.

" Siemens Medical Systems, Inc ., Iselin, NJ
n Software v . 3 .42, Tekscan, Boston, MA

A prototype loading device was designed and built to
facilitate an SXCT study of the relationship between foot
structure and plantar pressure under static loading
conditions (Figure 1) . The prototype design allows
application of loads up to the full body weight of the subject.
The apparatus is adjustable to accommodate subjects from
142 to 193 cm in height. The subject pushes against a rigid
vertical board with the forefoot while monitoring a strain
gage–based scale providing visual feedback of the applied
load.
Data Collection
Trials for Subjects with and without Diabetes

The methods were first tested on the healthy subject
according to the following protocol . Lead markers were
secured at six anatomical locations on the skin surface as
follows : 1) distal hallux ; 2) posterior calcaneus ; 3) lateral
aspect of the fifth metatarsal head ; 4) medial aspect of the
first metatarsal head ; 5) dorsal surface of the third metatarsal
head ; and 6) plantar surface of the midfoot at the arch . Using
these markers, a total of 15 caliper measurements were
made . A pressure sensor was trimmed to match the
volunteers right foot and was taped to the plantar surface
with surgical tape. Three 1 .5-mm self-adhesive lead markers
were attached directly to the sensor at areas that were not
being evaluated for pressure, to locate pressure data with
SXCT data . The sites used were the center of the plantar
surface of the great toe, under the fifth metatarsal head,
and plantarly at the center of the heel . A thin nylon stocking
was placed over the subject's foot to help secure the sensor.
Calibration was performed using full body weight (83 .9
kg) and single-legged stance as described by Mueller and
Strube (36) . A walking trial was performed and data
recorded at 50 Hz . The sampling interval having the peak
pressure was identified and printed to hardcopy for use as
a reference during the SXCT trials .
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Figure 2.

A trial was conducted to assess the reproducibility of plantar pressure in
the SXCT loading device as compared with plantar pressure, which
occurs at 80% of stance during walking trials . The F-Scan in-shoe
pressure sensor was used and similar pressure distribution and contact
area were shown for walking trials (top) and SXCT loading trials
(bottom).

CT Scanning
The volunteer was seated in the loading device situated
on the SXCT scanner table (Figure 1) . Historically, late
stance phase was believed to be the time period when the
forefoot (under metatarsal heads) experienced the highest
forces and the lowest contact area resulting in the highest
peak plantar pressures (8) . We also tested peak plantar
pressure during walking and attempted to simulate that
instant during stance phase when peak pressures were
greatest at the forefoot (Figure 2). Therefore, we simulated
80 percent of stance phase during foot loading and
concurrent CT scanning . Two scans were acquired in a
Siemens Plus S scanner with loading as follows : 1) no load
and 2) 50 percent of body weight . A scale with digital
readout was monitored by the subject for visual
confirmation of applied loads . A display of the peak pressure
as recorded during the walking trial was used as a reference
to allow the subject to closely reproduce the contact area
and pressure distribution as found in the walking trial.
Continuous data were collected for 32 seconds at 3-mm

collimation, 3-mm table feed, 210 mAs, and 120 kVp . Data
were collected from the plantar surface up to the subject's
ankle. Data collection was coordinated and simultaneous
data were collected with the SXCT and the F-scan sensor.
During the scanning session, no erratic behavior of the Fscan pressure sensor was noted . During the no load scan,
data were collected and no extraneous load was recorded
due to the x-radiation.
The trial for the subject with DM was conducted as
described for the healthy volunteer (above) with the
following exceptions: 1) one of the lead reference markers
was applied to the sensor at the lateral midfoot instead of
the heel to ensure a pressure reading for that marker during
forefoot loading in the CT scanner ; 2) lead bbs were not
affixed to the subject's foot as we did not perform the caliper
measurements due to time considerations of the subject.
The raw data from both sessions were transferred to a
Siemens satellite CT evaluation console A and reconstructed
at 1-mm slice thickness using the 180_LI ultrahigh
algorithm'. The data were transferred to a Silicon Graphics
Indigo2 with Extreme Graphics workstation c and
resampled to 1-mm cubic voxels using Analyze TM software'
(37,38).
Data obtained from SXCT and pressure assessment offer
the opportunity for almost limitless investigation . For this
initial investigation, we focused on a parsimonious number
of variables, which the literature and our experience indicate
to be most important in predicting plantar pressures . We
identified primary variables as arch height (20), soft tissue
thickness under the metatarsal heads (19), the angle
between the phalanges and the metatarsals (hammer toe
deformity : 18), thickness of muscle and thickness of total
soft tissue under the midshaft of the metatarsal (relative to
loading plate), intrinsic muscle volume, plantar foot
pressure, and the contact area of the foot with the loading
plate. We measured these variables for the no load and 50
percent loaded conditions in the SXCT scanner for the
healthy subject and for the subject with DM and peripheral
neuropathy.
The volumetric CT data allow retrospective review of
slice data from any perspective . Using a volume rendered
image of the foot skeleton, a reference plane was
interactively positioned along the midshaft of a metatarsal,
and the resulting slice was displayed for measurement of
defined variables (Figure 3) . Volumetric CT measurements

Siemens Medical Systems, Inc., Iselin, NJ
Software v . 3 .42, Tekscan, Boston, MA
c Silicon Graphics, Inc ., Mountain View, CA
A
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Table 1.
Walking trial compared with simulated loading using loading apparatus.
Location

Subj

Condition

Area

Pressure

DM

walking

25 .0

886

2°d met head

DM

50% bw

27 .1

753

2°d met head

Control

walking

53 .9

268

3 rd met head

Control

50% bw

49 .3

227

3rd

met head

Subj=Subject; Area = control area in cm 2 ; Pressure=peak plantar pressure in kPa ; Location=location of peak plantar pressure;
DM=person with diabetes mellitus ; bw=body weight ; met=metatarsal.

were made using the Analyze software system . The arch
height, given as the metatarsal angle relative to the floor
during stance, was defined by Cavanagh as a significant
structural predictor of pressure (20) . We measured the
metatarsal angle defined by the shaft of a metatarsal relative
to a line scribed from the inferior-most part of a metatarsal
head to the inferior calcaneus . We measured the angle of
the other metatarsals in a similar manner . We used this
approach to standardize the measurement, as the angle of
the foot to the loading surface was not explicitly controlled
during loading.
Soft tissue thickness was measured orthogonal to the
loading surface under each metatarsal head. For the first
metatarsal, the measurement was made from the sesamoid
to the skin surface having the smallest tissue thickness.
Soft tissue thickness under the mid-shaft of each
metatarsal was measured to assess the intrinsic muscles of
the healthy and diabetic subjects . The length of each
metatarsal was measured and the midpoint calculated . The
amount of fat and muscle, relative to the plantar skin surface,
was measured orthogonal to the metatarsal shaft for each
location.
Hammer toe deformity is represented by the angle
formed between the metatarsal shaft and the proximal
phalanx (18) . The reference used for this angular
measurement was established using the five tarsometatarsal
joint centers, the joint centers of the metatarsals and
proximal phalanges, and the joint centers of the middle
and distal phalanges . For the great toe, the center of the
distal end of the distal phalanx was used . These
measurements were made using a volume rendered image
of the foot skeleton as a reference and using an oblique
cutting plane to define a 2D paraxial image along the shaft
of the selected metatarsal and phalanx.
° Biomedical Engineering Resource Unit, Mayo Clinic, MN .

RESULTS
Accuracy of SXCT Data
An initial assessment of spiral CT measurement
accuracy was determined on data collected from the healthy
subject. Caliper measurements were made between the six
lead reference markers and were considered truth . Like
measurements were made between pair-wise reference
markers from the SXCT data using Analyze software . The
mean error between calipers and CT data for the subject
with DM was approximately 2 mm, similar to our earlier
prosthetics studies (29,39,40) . Measurements were made
Sagittal Slice Through 2nd Metatarsal Head

Metatarsal
Head

ntrinsic
Muscle
Neurnpathic
M dfoot Collapse

Calcaneus

Figure 3.
SXCT data along the midshaft of the second metatarsal bones are shown
for two volunteers scanned with 50% body weight loads . The healthy
subject data (a) had considerably more intrinsic muscle and a larger
area of plantar surface contact during loading than the subject with DM
(b), who had hammer toe deformity, intrinsic muscle atrophy, and a
resected metatarsophalangeal joint, which are all obvious in this sagittal
view. The subject with DM presented with an ulcer under his second
metatarsal shaft.
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Table 2.
Angle (degrees) of each metatarsal shaft . (Arch height is defined by Metl angle)
Foot

State

Met 1

Met 2

Met 3

Met 4

Control

UW

17 .2

22 .4

16 .1

9 .6

2.6

15 .8

20.5

17 .0

9 .0

3 .5

UW

9 .2

19.4

9 .6

2 .7

2 .8

W

5 .0

13 .6

7 .2

4 .0

-5 .8

DM

Met 5

Met=metatarsal angle in degrees ; UW=unweighted ; W=weighted; DM=person with diabetes mellitus.

outside of the scanner with an approximation of foot
position that would be assumed in the scanner . Previous
studies have demonstrated our ability to repeatedly measure
lead bbs (precision error less than 1 mm) for similar types
of measurements (29,35,41).
Plantar Loading Assessment
Figure 2 shows the plantar pressures during walking
(a) and during simulated loading (b) for the person with
DM and peripheral neuropathy . Pressure distribution and
contact area were very similar in the walking and simulated
conditions . Table 1 shows the contact area (between the
forefoot and ground), peak plantar pressure, and location
of peak plantar pressure during a walking trial and at 50
percent body weight simulated loading for the subject with
DM and peripheral neuropathy and for the healthy subject.
To further test the pressure data, total force was recorded
in a sampling of frames and compared with the applied
force as monitored by the force scale with digital readout.
On average, the forces agreed to within 6 .5 percent.
Although there are obvious differences between walking
and the loaded conditions, these results give us confidence
in our ability to simulate contact area and load distribution
in the CT scanner compared with walking.
Comparison between Diabetic and Non-diabetic Foot
Examples of results are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
Figure 3 shows a sagittal view through the second
metatarsal of the healthy subject (Figure 3a), and the
subject with DM and peripheral neuropathy (Figure 3b).
Obvious differences include the shape of the metatarsal
head, soft tissue thickness (intrinsic muscles) under the shaft
of the metatarsal, and amount of hammer toe deformity .

Pressure distribution, contact area, and magnitude are
similar for the walking condition compared with the
simulated condition . Figure 4 shows the pressure data
superimposed (aligned using the bbs) onto the 3-D image
of the foot.
Clearly, the peak pressure is localized over the deformed
second metatarsal head.
The angle of the metatarsal shaft was greatest at the
second metatarsal head for both subjects and this increased
angle corresponded to the highest plantar pressures under
the second metatarsal head for each subject . In general, the
angle of the metatarsal shaft was less for the subject with
DM compared with the healthy control, especially in the
weighted conditions (Table 2).
We measured the minimum soft-tissue thickness under
each metatarsal . These measurements were made using the
Analyze software system from sagittal slices . Surprisingly,
the soft tissue thickness under the metatarsal head was not
less in the subject with DM compared with the healthy
subject (Table 3).
Hammer toe deformity measurements were recorded
for both subjects and are shown in Figures 3a and 3b. The
hammer toe deformity is more severe for the patient with
DM compared with the healthy subject for the second toe
in both the unloaded (57 vs 43°) and loaded (45 vs 25°)
conditions (Table 4).
Visually, the intrinsic muscle size was strikingly different
for the two people . The intrinsic muscles appeared to be
essentially nonexistent for the person with DM (Figure 3).
The soft tissue under the midshaft of the metatarsal was
measured according to total soft tissue and by muscle size
only. Results are shown in Figures 3a and 3b and Table 5,
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and indicate an extreme reduction in soft tissue for the
diabetic foot.
DISCUSSION

Figure 4.
A subject with DM and peripheral neuropathy and a plantar ulcer was
recruited and scanned in the SXCT and pressure assessed with the Fscan pressure sensing system . The F-Scan pressure data (bottom left)
were mapped to the SXCT image data using lead BB reference markers,
which could be seen in the pressure data and the SXCT data . Peak
pressure was seen at the second metatarsal head (bottom right), which
was clinically assessed as the site of the ulcer .

The results from this investigation suggest that we have
similar spiral CT measurement accuracy for the foot as
found previously for the residuum, although a statistically
significant sample should be evaluated to establish the
reliability and accuracy of foot measurements . The
precision for these types of measurements has previously
been shown to be less than 1 mm for SXCT data of the
residuum (29,39,40) and should be similar for the foot . The
2-mm measurement error found for surface marker
locations on the subject was most likely due to differences
in foot positioning between caliper measurement and CT
scanning sessions.
There are no known 3-D studies relating foot structure
to plantar pressure with which to compare our results.
However, our findings of soft tissue thickness under the
metatarsal heads were not consistent with the 2D
ultrasonography study by Gooding et al . (19) who showed
less soft tissue under the metatarsal heads for people with
DM and peripheral neuropathy. In fact, our data showed a
greater soft tissue thickness under the second, third, and
fourth metatarsal heads . Interestingly, the site of the highest
pressure and ulcer (under the second metatarsal head) was
also the site having the most soft tissue, which contradicts
traditional clinical views regarding the role of soft tissue
thickness under the metatarsal heads (19) . Palpation of the
soft tissue under the metatarsals subjectively indicated the
soft tissue of the subject with DM to be stiffer than that of
the healthy subject. The stiffer soft tissue transmits more
load to the underlying metatarsal heads, which may explain
some of the localized stress concentration.
The most severe hammer toe deformity in the subject
with DM was seen in the second toe, which corresponds to
the ulcer under the second metatarsal head (Figures 2 and
4). This is in agreement with Holewski et al . (18) who report
that hammer toe deformity had the strongest correlation to
ulcer/amputation of all variables studied . During loading,
the toes supported little or no load for the subject with DM
(leading to a reduced contact area and higher localized
pressure) as opposed to the healthy control . Wasting of the
intrinsic muscles was also evident in the subject with DM,
which is thought to be a cause of hammer toe deformity.
The angle of the second metatarsal was the steepest for
both the subjects with and without DM, which also
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Table 3.
Soft tissue thickness (mm) under each metatarsal head.
Foot

State

Met 1

Met 2

Met 3

Control

UW
W

10 .1
8 .5

8 .0
5 .5

4.5
4.5

4.1
3 .5

6 .5
4 .0

D

UW
W

9 .0
3 .5

14 .0
7 .5

8 .0
5 .0

7 .1
3 .5

5 .0
2 .0

Met 4

Met 5

Met=soft tissue under metatarsal head in mm ; UW=unweighted ; W=weighted; DM=person with diabetes mellitus.

corresponded to peak pressure for both subjects . The subject
with DM, however, had a much steeper angle of inclination
for the second metatarsal relative to the first and third
metatarsal than seen in the healthy control . During plantar
loading, the angle of metatarsal inclination for the subject
with DM was reduced twice that of the healthy control.
The second metatarsal angle also changed more compared
with the first and third metatarsal in the subject with DM
during loading, which may be related to the increased load
at the second metatarsal head.
The reduced angle of metatarsal shafts for the subject
with DM compared with the healthy control may be due to
the apparent partial collapse of the joints of the midfoot
seen in the subject with DM (Figure 3) . The loss of support
from the interosseous ligaments and intrinsic muscles may
explain the further reduction in the angle during weighted
conditions for the subject with DM.
This study confirmed the clinical assessment for this
subject that an orthosis was needed to relieve the pressure
under the second metatarsal head and no modifications were
made to the orthosis. When the subject was shown the

exceedingly high localized pressure under his second
metatarsal head during barefoot walking, however, he began
to wear his orthotic shoes at all times and within a few
weeks the ulcer was healed.
CONCLUSION
A new method, based on CT imaging and plantar
pressure measurement, was developed and implemented
for assessment of the diabetic foot. These initial results
warrant further study of the relationship between foot
structure and pressure . The clinical assumption that reduced
soft tissue thickness under the metatarsal heads leads to
increased localized pressure and subsequent ulcer was not
seen in this preliminary investigation . It is possible that the
diabetic subject in this study was not typical . A study
including a statistically significant number of subjects and
controls should be conducted to establish the relationship
of foot structure to plantar pressure . Future studies could
utilize these methods to study feet in various stages of gait
to reveal possible dynamic changes that may occur.

Table 4.
Angle (degrees) of metatarsal shaft and the proximal phalanx (hammer toe).
Foot

State

M/P1

M/P2

M/P3

M/P4

M/P5

Control

UW
W

16 .2
15 .2

43 .4
25 .4

45 .7
37 .5

42 .5
36 .8

31 .2
21 .7

DM

UW
W

16 .2
13 .0

57 .3
45 .2

48 .2
35 .4

34 .1
21 .8

21 .6
12 .4

M/P = angle between metatarsal/phalanx pair ; in degrees ; UW=unweighted; W=weighted; DM=person with diabetes mellitus.
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Table 5.
Thicknesses (in mm) of soft tissue and muscle under the midshaft of each metatarsal.

Foot

Healthy

State

Met 1(mm)
soft
mus

Met 2 (mm)
soft
mus

Met 3 (mm)
soft
mus

Met 4 (mm)
soft
mus

Met 5 (mm)
soft
mus

UW
W

32 .6
28 .9

23 .6
18 .1

38 .2
27 .8

30.4
24.6

34 .1
29 .5

26 .3
20 .5

25 .1
22 .4

17 .6
14 .3

20 .8
15 .5

17 .2
10 .8

W

25 .9
9 .7

7 .1
3 .6

18 .5
14 .3

6 .4
9 .1

17 .1
15 .3

9 .6
12.2

14 .2
14 .9

3 .2
4 .1

6 .3
6 .6

2 .9
1 .0

DM

Met=metatarsal midshaft ; soft=soft tissue in mm ; mus=muscle in mm ; UW=unweighted; W=weighted; DM=person with diabetes mellitus.

Determining the differences between the diabetic and
healthy foot, and how these differences relate to plantar
pressures, will help clinicians and researchers to understand
and manage the structural factors that contribute to skin
breakdown.
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